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                  Lop Color Guide 

                 A helpful guide for visualizing the colors of Mini Lops, English Lops & French Lops.

                  Color Guide  
            
    
            
                  Kit Color Guide 

                 A helpful guide in determining colors of baby rabbits.
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                  Rabbit Care & Breeding 

                 There is so much that goes into the care and breeding of raising healthy rabbits. We have a lot of helpful, informative articles on our website and are regularly adding more.
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                   Our rabbitry is located in beautiful Northeastern Oklahoma

                

            

            
              Hoppin' Herd of Hares no longer raises Mini Lops. I sold out of Mini Lops in March 2014. Our Mini Lops went to fantastic breeders in Oklahoma, Louisiana, Texas, Iowa, Illinois and Kansas. If you'd like to get in touch with those breeders, send me an email.

              Our care pages, Mini Lop body type pages and color guides will stay online for everyone to view and as a helpful resource!

              Hi and welcome to Hoppin' Herd of Hares, ARBA registered rabbitry #Y021! My name is Qadoshyah and I raise Mini Lops in beautiful Northeastern Oklahoma.

              We focus on breeding Mini Lops for type and color. The colors we work with are the chocolate and lilac varieties, reds, pointed whites and shadeds. We also get the regular varieties in our litters and have some of them, but our main focus is improving type on "colors."

              Our main breeding program is the chocolates and lilacs. The type on the chocolates and lilacs has come a long ways and they are doing very well. They are to the point where they can compete on the show tables and win. 

              Over the years we have worked with a variety of colors - pointed whites, shadeds, reds, tri colors and more. The colors that have always been my favorites are the chocolate and lilac varieties. That's what we focus on right now and we have come a LONG ways with them. I also work with dilutes - blues, opals, etc. 

              We do ship and there are also other ways (transportation) to get rabbits to different places.

              Feel free to email or call if you have any questions or comments or to find out what we have available :).

              I am a member of the ARBA, & AMLRC.

              I also do web designing, so be sure to check out Country Girl Designs for professional, yet affordable website design!

              **Please note: We normally check and respond to emails every day, several times a day, so if you send an email and don't get a response, please email/contact us again. Our email has little tweaks at times! Also, a few times I've received emails (particularly from Yahoo! accounts) and I reply to them, but the person does not get the email. In this case, if you do not hear back from me in a day or two, please call. You might want to check your spam/junk folder too. Thanks!

              Thanks for stopping by and visiting our site!
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